In Ceramiche Keope we believe that the social responsibility of a company should express itself by means of a transparent and correct approach to all interlocutors, irrespective of whether they are customers, suppliers or co-operators.

For this reason, we have chosen to comply with the “code of ethics” of Confindustria Ceramica (Italian association of ceramic industries), which means that we must clearly indicate the origin of our products.

We believe that the “Made in Italy” mark guarantees strong values, such as for instance style, design, innovation and quality of the product, and above all respect, for the environment and for people. We are convinced that “Made in Italy” means products of top quality, with a high standard of design and manufactured in accordance to work ethics. Therefore, we are proud to inform you of the above and to promote these values.
Il rispetto e la stima per la natura hanno ispirato “NOTE”, un esclusivo prodotto in Gres Porcellanato che interpreta perfettamente le essenze originali e sorprendenti del legno. Ecco finalmente una nuova Linea che trasmette fascino, calore e naturalezza, in grado di offrire un nuovo stile di vita in perfetta linea con la tradizione.

The love and respect for nature were the inspiration for “NOTE”, an exclusive Porcelain Stoneware product that interprets the original looks and irresistible attraction of wood to perfection. At last, a new line that conveys a sense of beauty, warmth and natural appeal, offering the potential for a new lifestyle that is perfectly at one with tradition.
A skilful blend of different woods, that go together harmoniously thanks to the generous palette of colours and ample choice of sizes (15x120 cm, 20x120 cm, 30x120 cm) offering the genuine appeal of wood.

Four modern colours to add a glow to rooms with their unexpected lustre, creating a mood that feels genuine and natural, meeting the demands of contemporary life styles.
note honey nat 20x120 . 8"x48" - 30x120 . 12"x48"
NOTE IVORY

note ivory nat rt 15x120 . 6"x48" - 20x120 . 8"x48" - 30x120 . 12"x48"
NOTE BEIGE

note beige nat rt 20x120 - 8"x48"
NOTE GREY

note grey nat r 15x120 . 6”x48” - 20x120 . 8”x48” - 30x120 . 12”x48”
Note Grey

Note Grey nat rt 15x120 . 6"x48" - 20x120 . 8"x48" - 30x120 . 12"x48"
note brown nat ri 15x120 . 6”x48” - 20x120 . 8”x48” - 30x120 . 12”x48”
NOTE BROWN

note brown nat rt 15x120 . 6”x48” - 20x120 . 8”x48” - 30x120 . 12”x48”
NOTE
BROWN

note brown nat rt 15x120 . 6"x48" - 20x120 . 8"x48" - 30x120 . 12"x48"
La leggera stonalizzazione cromatica della superficie è una caratteristica ricercata che ne esalta l’aspetto naturale ed estetico finale.

The slight variations in surface colour shade on the surface are a sought characteristic, that enhance its natural look and final appearance.
La leggera stonalizzazione cromatica della superficie è una caratteristica ricercata che ne esalta l’aspetto naturale ed estetico finale.

The slight variations in surface colour shade on the surface are a sought characteristic, that enhance its natural look and final appearance.
La leggera stonalizzazione cromatica della superficie è una caratteristica ricercata che ne esalta l’aspetto naturale ed estetico finale.

The slight variations in surface colour shade on the surface are a sought characteristic, that enhance its natural look and final appearance.

**Nat. Rt.:**
- Naturale Rettificato
- Naturel Rectifié
- Naturbelassen Rektifiziert
- Natural Rectificado

### cm. 30x120 - 12”x48”
- 20 mm

### cm. 20x120 - 8”x48”

### cm. 15x120 - 6”x48”

**NOTE**

- **BROWN**

**SCHEMI DI POSA**

Laying Patterns

**SCALA 1:30**

- 30x120 - 46%
- 20x120 - 31%
- 15x120 - 23%

- 30x120 - 30%
- 20x120 - 40%
- 15x120 - 30%

- 30x120 - 60%
- 20x120 - 40%

- 30x120 - 66%
- 15x120 - 33%
**NOTE**

**DECORI**

* MOSAICO UP
28x28 - 11"x11"

* STRIPS
30x60 - 12"x24"

* Available in all the colours.

---

**PEZZI SPECIALI**

TRIMS . PIECES SPECIALES  
FORME . PIECES SPECIALES 
sizes . formats . formats 
shapes . formate . formes 

---

**MOSAICO UP**

Note Brown  
Note Grey  
Note Honey  
Note Ivory

---

**DECORI**

Peaces . decorations . dekors . decoros

---

**NOTE**

* Available in all the colours.

---

**CARATTERISTICHE TECNICHE**

**PIASTRELLE PRESETE A ECCO - CONFORME ALLA NORMA EN 14411 E ISO 13006 APPENDICE G GRUPPO B4o CON E . 65 % UGL**

**Technical Features - Dry Pressed Ties - Compliant with Standards EN 14411 and ISO 13006 Annex G Group B4o With E ≤ 0,65 % UGL**

---

**NOTE**

...
“GREENTHINKING” È IL PROGETTO KEOPE NATO PER RISPETTARE GLI OBIETTIVI DI SVILUPPO SOSTENIBILE. KEOPE È UNA DELLE AZIENDE OGGI PIÖ ATTENUTE ALLE QUALITÀ ECOLOGICHE DELL’INDUSTRIA CERAMICA.

AL PASSO CON LA PIÖ AVANZATA EVOLUZIONE TECNOLOGICA, KEOPE SI È IMPEGNATA A SEGUIRE UN SEVERO PROGRAMMA DI TUTELA DELLA ECO-SOSTENIBILITÀ INIZIATO ANNI FA CON L’ADESIONE AL MARCIO ECOLABEL. PER ARRIVARE OGGI ALL’IMPORTANTE CERTIFICAZIONE ISO 14064, IL MARCIO “GREENTHINKING” È IL SIMBOLO DI QUESTO IMPEGNO DI KEOPE NEI CONFRONTI DELLA NATURA.

“GREENTHINKING” IS THE PROJECT THAT KEOPE HAS REALISED TO FULFIL THE REQUIREMENTS OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. KEOPE IS ACTUALLY ONE OF THE COMPANIES WITH THE HIGHER ATTENTION LEVEL TO THE ECOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS IN THE TILE INDUSTRY.

IN LINE WITH THE MOST ADVANCED TECHNOLOGICAL EVOLUTION, KEOPE HAS COMMITTED ITSELF TO A STRICT PROGRAMME OF ECO-SUSTAINABILITY, WHICH BEGAN YEARS AGO BY OBTAINING THE ECOLABEL AND HAS CONTINUED WITH THE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE IMPORTANT ISO 14064 CERTIFICATION. THE “GREENTHINKING” MARK IS THE SYMBOL OF KEOPE’S COMMITMENT TO PROTECTION OF NATURE.

www.greenthinking.it